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Abstract
BACKGROUND: There are a number of proven molecular and pathological markers important for the prognosis for 
OS of early luminal type breast cancer, but there are still some deficiencies mainly due to the non-linear relationship 
between the markers and the outcome of the disease.

METHODS AND PATIENTS: In this retro-prospective study, clinical and pathological data were provided from 
336 patients with breast cancer who underwent breast surgery and treatment between January 2010 and December 
2013, and followed until December 2018. The aim of the study was an evaluation of ER, PR, and Ki-67 as independent 
prognostic factors for OS of early luminal breast cancer.

RESULTS: Early luminal breast cancers were not predictive of ER expression status (p = 0.699, p = 0.356), whereas 
only early Luminal B was predictive for PR expression (>10%: 72.2%). Ki-67 in most of the cases of early Luminal 
B was with expression of >14–20% (p = 0.056). Patients with ER of 1–10% survived over 80 months (p = 0.0020) in 
early Luminal A, but ER expression status did not show prognostic significance for OS of early Luminal B (p = 0.775). 
PR status did not show prognostic significance for OS in early luminal types (p = 0.257, p = 0.622). ER >1%/PR >1% 
was protective in early Luminal B (p = 0.00043), but not in early Luminal A.

CONCLUSION: Our results suggest ER, but not PR as independent prognostic factor for OS but only of early 
Luminal A. We did not prove Ki-67 as independent prognostic factor for OS of highly proliferative early breast cancer.
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Introduction

Mortality from breast cancer is declining due to 
the possibility of early diagnosis and proper oncological 
treatment [1]. However, the dilemma remains for the therapy 
of early stage breast cancer, in terms of pretreatment/
subtreatment of patients as a result of underestimated 
predictions [2]. In each patient, breast cancer is presented 
with appropriate specific biological prognostic features.

The “St. Gallen International Expert 
Consensus” 2011 proposed a new classification 
system for breast cancer based on its division into five 
subgroups. The criteria to identify subtypes were further 
revised, and at the 2015 Conference the breast cancer 
was classified into five molecular types as: Luminal A 
(estrogen receptor [ER]-positive/progesterone receptor 
[PR]-positive/negative, HER-2/neu negative, Ki-67 
<14%); Luminal B/HER-2/neu negative (ER-positive/
PR-positive/negative, HER-2/neu negative, Ki-67 

≥14%); Luminal B/HER-2/neu positive (ER-positive/
PR-positive/negative, HER-2/neu negative, Ki-67 any 
value); HER-2/neu positive (ER-positive/PR-positive/
negative, HER-2/neu positive, Ki-67 any value); and 
Triple negative (ER-negative/PR-negative, HER-2/
neu negative, Ki-67 any value), which have different 
treatment and different prognosis in terms of disease-
free survival (DFS) and overall survival (OS) [3].

The most dominant biological type of breast 
cancer is Luminal A (51.6%), followed by the triple 
negative biological type (32.1%). Luminal B has a 
prevalence of 10.1%, while non-luminal HER-2/neu 
positive with 6.3% [4].

Hormone receptor (HR) positive breast cancers 
(Luminal breast cancers: Luminal A and Luminal B) 
account for 2/3 of all biological types of breast cancer. 
Luminal breast cancers are highly heterogeneous, 
involving different histological types, different gene 
expression profiles and mutation frames, with different 
clinical presentations, and outcome of appropriate 
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therapy. Although they belong to the group of biological 
types with low aggressiveness, despite the applied 
hormone and chemotherapy, occasionally have very 
aggressive clinical features.

Most studies showed that Luminal B type 
differs greatly from Luminal A type, and at “The 
2013 International Expert Consensus on Primary 
Therapy for Early Breast Cancer” (St. Gallen) Luminal 
A was distinguished from Luminal B based on 
immunohistochemical (IHC) assays for ER, PR, and 
Ki-67 status without molecular testing [5], [6].

There are a number of proven molecular and 
pathological markers important for the prognosis of 
breast cancer, including early stage luminal type, but 
there are still some deficiencies in terms of treatment 
prediction and prognosis [7]. This is mainly due to 
the non-linear relationship between the markers and 
the outcome of the disease, which is an incentive for 
clinicians to accurately predict the prognosis based 
on these markers. Therefore, the need for accurate 
statistics in this context is more than necessary.

Some of the studies showed that the most 
relevant factors for prognostic and for predicting are 
the combination of tumor size (T), PR status, and p53 
gene protein product [7], [8]. ER and PR are prognostic 
factors, although both are weak and lose their prognostic 
value after a long follow-up period [9], [10]. “St. Gallen 
Expert Consensus” from 2015 emphasized the PR 
expression which together with proliferative index Ki-67 
determines the heterogeneity of luminal types of breast 
cancer which results in their increased aggressiveness 
in certain cases [3].

High Ki-67 values correlate with negative ER 
and PR, worse prognosis and early relapse (within 
2 years), as opposed to the low Ki-67 values which 
correlate with a better prognosis and later relapse 
(after 10 years) [11]. Therefore, the proliferative activity 
determined by Ki-67 reflects the aggressive course of 
breast cancer and is a predictive factor for the time of 
relapse and the application of appropriate therapy, so it 
is considered an important prognostic factor in survival 
prediction [12], [13].

To enable a correct assessment of relapse risk 
and OS in early luminal breast cancer, it is necessary 
to consider all factors, especially in T2 tumors. In 
the study of Park et al., 183 patients with Luminal B/
HER-2/neu negative breast cancer were divided into 
two groups: ER and PR positive versus ER or PR 
negative, and Ki-67 >14%. Both groups were followed 
for DFS and OS, in correlation with age, type of surgery, 
histological type, TNM stage, histological grade and 
Ki-67, to determine the association between the degree 
of Ki-67 proliferation and the degree of expression 
of ER/PR as predictive and prognostic factors. The 
study showed a statistically significant difference in 
the degree of PR expression and the DFS period and 
OS with linear dependence (p < 0.0001) [5]. Negative 

PR in luminal types of breast cancer predicts worse 
survival [14], but its prognostic value across groups is 
still а subject of numerous studies, starting from the 
fact that low-proliferative tumors with a negative PR are 
also classified as high risk. Despite negative studies on 
the association of PR and tumor grade as prognostic 
markers, PR negative tumors show a higher incidence 
of relapses in highly proliferative than in low proliferative 
luminal tumors.

Pérez-López et al. analyzed the effect of Ki-67 
as a prognostic marker of early node negative Luminal 
B breast cancer and concluded that it affects survival, 
but progesterone status did not show prognostic 
value [15]. In contrast, the study of Ono et al. showed 
that progesterone status affects survival and the 
recurrence of local relapse and distant metastases, 
especially in the Luminal A biological type (Ki-67<14%), 
but the limiting factor of the study was the small study 
group of 49 patients [16].

Taking into account all previous studies and 
recommendations, the prognostic value of Ki-67, the 
degree of ER and PR expression, in early Luminal A 
and B breast remains undefined completely.

Material and Methods

In this retro-prospective study, clinical and 
pathological data were provided from 336 patients 
with breast cancer who underwent breast surgery and 
treatment between January 2010 and December 2013. 
Follow-up was provided until December 2018.

The data of each patient for diagnostic 
procedures, surgical interventions, therapeutic 
procedures (including all specific oncological 
treatments) and follow-up protocols, were obtained 
through the patient’s electronic documentation within 
the National Electronic Records System in healthcare of 
RNMacedonia. The data from the pathological analysis 
of the surgical specimen from the patients, as well as for 
performed immunohistochemistry, were obtained from 
the patients’ database of pathohistological-cytological 
laboratory in the Clinical Hospital – Sistina, Skopje.

The patients included in the study were women 
(from 30 up to 80-years-old, regardless of menopausal 
status), with early and advanced breast cancer, who 
underwent radical mastectomy or quadrantectomy 
with axillary lymph node dissection, regardless of the 
adjuvant treatment: Chemotherapy, hormonotherapy, 
or both. The breast cancer was classified in biological 
subtypes according to the criteria of St. Gallen from 
2015 [3], and in pathohistological types according 
to the World Health Organization [17]. The stage of 
the disease was determined according to the TNM 
classification of breast cancer [18].
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Patients treated with neoadjuvant 
chemotherapy and male patients with breast cancer 
were excluded.

The HR status (ER and PR) as well as 
proliferative index expression Ki-67 and expression of 
HER-2/neu were analyzed from immunohistochemical 
(IHC) reports for formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded 
tumor tissue according to international standards. 
During the IHC analyzing of the slides from surgical 
specimen, using positive and negative control for the 
estrogen and PR, as well as for the proliferative marker 
Ki-67, DacoCytomation antibodies were used, as well 
as the DacoCytomation EnVision + System – HRP 
imaging system, and the HercepTest DacoCytomation 
kit was used for the herceptin test.

The results for ER and PR were evaluated 
as the percentage of stained nuclei (1–100%), with 
<1% – no expression, 1–10% weakly positive, and > 
10% – strongly positive nuclear staining [19].

Immunoreactivity for Ki-67 was evaluated as 
the percentage of stained nuclei (0–100%), whereby 
patients in terms of its expression were divided into 
groups where Ki-67 <14% (Luminal A type – [0–14%]), 
≥14% (Luminal B type), with subgroups (≥14–20%, 
>20–30%, >30–40%, and >40%).

The data were processed for early stage 
(T0/T1/T2, N0/N1 [1–3 positive lymph nodes]) Luminal 
A and Luminal B breast cancer.

The aim of this study was to determine the 
prevalence of luminal breast cancer and early luminal 
breast cancer, evaluation of OS for early luminal 
breast cancer and evaluation of ER, PR, and Ki-67 as 
independent prognostic factors for OS of early luminal 
breast cancer.

OS survival was defined as the time until the 
last examination of the patient оr until the occurrence of 
death from any cause.

Chi-square exact test was used to compare 
discrete variables. OS was assessed using Kaplan–Meier 
method, and long-rank tests were used to compare the 
differences between the resulting curves. Hazard ratios, 
95% confidence intervals (CI) were performed using 
Cox proportional – hazard model to evaluate prognostic 
significance of each parameter in patients with early 
luminal breast cancer. In all analyses, differences were 
considered significant if p < 0.05.

Results

Among 336 patients with breast cancer, 
Luminal B biological type was registered in more 
than a half (59.5%) of the patients, whereas Luminal 
A was registered in 16.1% of the patients, followed 

by HER2 positive (14.6%) and Triple negative breast 
cancer (9.8%) (Table S1). The difference in prevalence 
between Luminal B and other biological types was 
statistically significant (p < 0.05).

Early Luminal A and Luminal B accounted 
with 49.7% of the total number of patients diagnosed 
with luminal breast cancer. There was a statistically 
significant difference between the prevalence of early 
and advanced Luminal A and Luminal B breast cancer 
(p < 0.05) (Table S2). Additional analysis showed a 
significant association of luminal biological types of their 
presentation with early stage (p = 0.0001) (Table S2).

The prevalence of biological types of breast 
cancer from IHC findings (Table S1) as well prevalence of 
Luminal A and Luminal B/early and advanced breast (Table 
S2) cancer can be found in the supplementary tables.

Early luminal breast cancer was with positive 
ER expression (>10%) in 93.4% of the cases, with low 
positive ER expression in 5.4% of the cases and only 
1.2% of the cases were without ER expression.

Low positive ER expression was found in two 
cases, while ER expression >10% in 95.1% of the cases 
with early Luminal A type, but there was no statistically 
significant correlation between ER expression and early 
Luminal A (p > 0.05, Pearson Chi-square: 0.148990, 
df = 1, p = 0.699502). In early Luminal B breast cancer 
there was no ER expression in two patients, while 
positive and low positive ER expression was found 
in 92.9% and 5.6% of the cases respectively, but that 
was without statistical significance. (p > 0.05, Pearson 
Chi-square: 2.06392, df = 2, p = 0.356308) (Table 1).

Table 1: ER and PR expression in patients with early Luminal A 
(N=41) and Luminal B (N=167) breast cancer
 No expression Low positive Positive Total
ER expression (% ) N % N % N % N %
Early Luminal A 0  2 4.9% 39 95.1% 41 100.0%
Early Luminal B 2 1.6% 7 5.6% 117 92.9% 126 100.0%
Early Luminal A+B 2 1.2% 9 5.4% 156 93.4% 167 100.0%
PR expression (% ) N % N % N % N %
Early Luminal A 3 7.3% 5 12.2% 33 80.5% 41 100.0%
Early Luminal B 27 21.4% 8 6.3% 91 72.2% 126 100.0%
Early Luminal A+B 30 18% 13 7.8% 124 74.2% 167 100.0%

PR expression >10% was found in 74.2% of 
patients with early luminal breast cancer, while low 
positive expression in 7.8%. PR had no expression in 
18% of the luminal types.

There was no PR expression in three patients 
with early Luminal A breast cancer, positive and low 
positive PR expression was in 80.5% and 12.2%, 
respectively, but the difference was not statistically 
significant (p > 0.05, Pearson Chi-square: 2.54731, 
df = 2, p = 0.279808). PR expression >10% was found 
in 72.2% of the patients with early Luminal B and there 
was no PR expression in 21.4% of the patients with 
statistically significant difference (p < 0.05, Pearson 
Chi-square: 8.63828, df = 2, p = 0.013311) (Table 1).

In most of the patients with early Luminal B 
breast cancer (42.8%), the proliferative index Кi-67 
was with expression of ≥14–20%, while the expression 
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>40% was found in 7.9% of the patients. There was 
no statistically significant difference of the expression 
of proliferative index Ki-67 in early Luminal B breast 
cancer. (p > 0.05, Pearson Chi-square: 7.55504, df = 3, 
p = 0.056161) (Table 2).

Kaplan–Meier survival curves for OS of 
254 patients stratified according to Luminal A and Luminal 
B breast cancer can be found in the supplementary 
Figure S1. There was statistically significant difference 
of OS between early and advanced Luminal A and 
Luminal B breast cancer (p < 0.05, Pearson Chi-square: 
20.23704, df = 3, p = 0.00015) (Figure S1).

Two of the patients (5.26%) with early Luminal 
A breast cancer died during the evaluation period, while 
seven of the patients (5.56%) with early Luminal B.

There was a statistically significant difference 
for OS of patients with early Luminal A breast cancer 
with different ER expression statuses. Long Rank test 
(Mantel-Cox-Chi-square) (WW = 0.92593, Sum = 1.8519, 
Var = 0.09483, Test statistic = 3.006765, p = 0.00209). 
Namely, 98% of the patients with ER expression >10% 
survived over 80 months, while no one of the patients 
with ER expression of 1–10% (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Survival curves for overall survival rate of patients with early 
Luminal A breast cancer according to ER expression status

There were no statistically significant 
differences for OS of patients with different ER 
expression of early Luminal B breast cancer. (Chi-
square test = 0.5091705, df = 2, p = 0.77524) (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Survival curves for overall survival of patients with early 
Luminal B breast cancer according to ER expression status 

There were no statistically significant differences 
for OS of patients with different PR expression of early 
Luminal A breast cancer. (Chi-square test = 0.9466090, 
df = 2, p = 0.62294) (Figure 3).

There were no statistically significant differences 
for OS of patients with different PR expression of early 
Luminal B breast cancer. (Chi-square test = 2.714381, 
df = 2, p = 0.25740) (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Survival curves for overall survival of patients with early 
Luminal B breast cancer according to PR expression status

Early Luminal A breast cancer was with 
ER>1%/PR>1% in most of the cases (92.7%), while 
only three patients had ER>1%/PR<1%. Early 
Luminal B breast cancer was also with ER>1%/PR>1% 
in most of the cases (77%) and ER>1%/PR<1% was in 
21.4%. There were two patients with ER<1%/PR>1%. 
Survival curves for OS of patients with early Luminal A 
(Figure S2) and Luminal B breast cancer with ER >1%/
PR>1% (Figure S3) can be found in supplementary 
figures.

OS of patients with ER>1%/PR>1% early 
Luminal A breast cancer was over 100 months in 92.5% 
of cases, while with advanced stage was 80%, but the 
difference was not statistically significant p > 0.05 Log-
Rank Test (Mantel-Cox-Chi-square) (WW = −1.028 
Sum = 3.7278 Var = 0.627913, Test statistic = −1.2974 
p = 0.19462) (Figure S2).

Figure 3: Survival curves for overall survival of patients with early 
Luminal A breast cancer according to PR expression status

Table 2: Ki-67 expression in early Luminal A and Luminal B breast cancer
Cancer type Parametar Ki-67%

p=0.0561

<14% ≥14-20% >20-30% >30-40% >40% Total
N % N % N % N % N % N

Early LuminalA/Ki-67% 41 100% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 41
Early LuminalB/Ki-67% 0 0% 54 42.8% 43 34.1% 19 15.1% 10 7.9% 126
Early LA+LB/Ki-67% 41 24.5% 54 32.3% 43 25.7% 19 11.4% 10 6.0% 167  

https://oamjms.eu/index.php/mjms/index
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OS of patients with ER>1%/PR>1% early 
Luminal B breast cancer was over 100 months in 94% 
of cases, while with advanced stage was 75%. There 
was a statistically significant difference for OS between 
stages of Luminal B breast cancer. p < 0.05 Log-
Rank Test (Mantel-Cox-Chi-square) (WW = −7.311, 2 
Sum = 17.840, Var = 4.3126, Test statistic = −3.52071, 
p = 0.00043). (Figure S3).

Survival curves for OS of patients with early 
Luminal B breast cancer with ER >1%/PR<1% (Figure 
S4) as well comparison of OS curves between ER>1%/
PR>1% and ER>1%/PR<1% early Luminal B breast 
cancer (Figure S5) can be found in the supplementary 
figures.

OS of patients with ER>1%/PR<1% early Luminal 
B breast cancer was over 100 months in 84.9% of cases, 
while with advanced stage was 75%, but the difference was 
not statistically significant p > 0.05 Log-Rank Test (Mantel-
Cox-Chi-square) (WW = −1.053, Sum = 4.7971 Var = 
0.87074, Test statistic = −1.12865 p = 0.25905) (Figure S4).

OS of patients with early Luminal B breast 
cancer was over 100 months in 95.8% of cases compare 
to 82.5% of cases with ER>1%/PR>1% and ER>1%/
PR<1%, respectively, but the difference was not 
statistically significant. p > 0.05 Log-Rank Test (Mantel-
Cox-Chi-square) (WW = −1.331, Sum = 74.8995, 
Var = 1.2586, Test statistic = −1.18657, p =0.23540) 
(Figure S5).

There was no statistically significant difference 
for OS of patients of early Luminal B breast cancer 
according to different subgroup for expression 
of Ki-67%. (Chi-square test = 3.132590, df = 3, 
p = 0.37165) (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Survival curves for overall survival of in patients with early 
Luminal B breast cancer according to proliferative index Ki-67%

Tables 3 and 4 report univariate analyses of 
the impact of ER, PR, and Ki-67 expression for OS.

Table 3: Univariate Cox regression analyses for OS of early 
Luminal A breast cancer
 p value 95%CI Exp (B)
ER expression 
ER 1-10% v.s > 10%

0.018 0.010 (0.000-0.529)

PR expression 
PR > 1% v.s < 1%

0.619 0.032 (0.000-26101.043)

In Cox univariate analysis for OS of patients 
with early Luminal A breast cancer, only low positive ER 
expression was associated with prolongation of OS. 
Exp (B) (HR) 0.010 (Table 3).

In Cox univariate analysis of OS for patients 
with early Luminal B breast cancer, no factor had any 
prognostic significance (Table 4).

Discussion

ER, PR, Ki-67, and HER 2/neu are conventional 
biomarkers that are useful in everyday practice to 
define a surrogate intrinsic subtype of breast cancer if 
genomic tests are not available, and estimate prognosis 
and predict adjuvant treatment decisions in early breast 
cancer [20]. Luminal A is shown to express high levels 
of HRs and a favorable prognosis, in contrast Luminal 
B subtype is with worse prognosis.

Analyzing the results from 336 patients with 
breast cancer, classified in biological types based on 
findings from IHC of surgical specimens, our results 
showed that luminal breast cancers are the most 
dominant biological types (75.6%, p < 0.05), with 
Luminal B (43.4%) as dominant subtype, also confirmed 
by other studies [21], [22], contrary to the studies that 
presented Luminal A as the most common biological 
type (50.9%) [23]. All of these studies including ours, 
as a cross-sectional value for Ki-67 took the value of 
<14%, and thus the distinction between luminal types.
Table 4: Univariate Cox regression analyses for OS of early 
Luminal B breast cancer
 p value 95%CI Exp (B)
ER expression 
ER<1% v.s ER>1%

0.063 0.04928 (0.000-1.7577)

PR expression 
PR<1% v.s PR>1%

0.086 2.669 (1.440-16.184)

ER>1%/PR>1% v.s 
ER>1%/PR<1%

0.293 0.381 (0.063-2.3060)

Ki-67% 0.962  
14% - 20% 0.953 0.000 (0.000-2.5872+177)
20% - 30% 0.724 0.664 (0.069-6.409)
30% - 40% v.s>40% 0.594 0.470 (0.029-7.527)

Analysis showed a significant association of 
luminal biological types (Luminal A - 75.9% and Luminal 
B - 63%) with early stage presentation (49.7%) (p = 0.0001).

To provide information about the prognostic 
significance of HRs in early luminal breast cancer for 
OS, we analyzed ER and PR expression status. Early 
luminal breast cancer in most of the patients (93.4%) 
showed ER expression >10%, still when we analyzed 
ER expression status in early Luminal A (p = 0.699502) 
and early Luminal B (p = 0.356308) separately, no one 
was predictive for the degree of ER expression. PR in 
74.2% of the patients with early luminal types was >10%, 
and without (<1%) expression in 18% of the cases. Only 
early Luminal B breast cancer showed to be predictive 
for PR expression, namely, early Luminal B breast 
cancer tent to be with PR expression >10% (72.2%), but 
also PR was with no expression in 21.4% of the cases. 
(p = 0.013311) Our research is in contrast to the study 
of Prat et al. which showed that PR positivity, especially 
high PR expression, is more common in tumors with a 
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better baseline prognosis, Luminal A than in tumors with 
a worse baseline prognosis, Luminal B [24].

We did not show the predictive value of early 
luminal types for ER expression, still early Luminal B 
was predictive for positive PR’s expression.

A meta-analysis involving 12155 patients 
demonstrated that the Ki-67 positivity confers a high 
risk of recurrence and a worse survival rate in patients 
with early breast cancer, although it could not confirm 
that Ki-67 had independent prognostic value beyond 
the standard clinic-pathological variables [12]. Another 
meta-analysis included 32825 patients with early breast 
cancer concluded that Ki-67 was associated with worse 
survival rates according of its proliferative status [25]. 
There are studies that confirmed the prognostic value 
of Ki-67, but clinical validation is still a problem [26].

We used St. Gallen 2013 cutoff for Ki-67 
in distinguishing Luminal A from Luminal B, and 
evaluated the expression of Ki-67 in early Luminal 
B where the Ki-67 values were categorized into four 
categories (≥14–20%, >20–30%, >30–40%, and >40%). 
The results did not show statistically significant difference 
between categories of Ki-67’s expression (p = 0.056161).

We did not show the predictive value of 
early Luminal B breast cancer for the expression of 
proliferative index Ki-67.

To investigate ER and PR’s prognostic 
significance in early luminal types, we examined the 
survival curves for patients stratified according to HR 
expression (<1%, 1–10%, >10%).

When we evaluated the impact of ER expression 
for OS of early Luminal A breast cancer patients, no one 
of the patients with low positive ER expression survived 
over 80 months (Long Rank test p = 0.0020), which 
suggests that ER expression status was a prognostic 
factor for OS of early Luminal A breast cancer.

Analyzing survival curves for OS of early 
Luminal B breast cancer (126 patients), we found 
clinically interesting results, namely OS of the patients 
with ER expression >10% after 70 months was declining 
gradually, but all of the patients with no or low ER 
expression survived longer (over 100 months). These 
results were not statistically significant (p = 0.77524), 
so ER expression status did not show its prognostic 
significance for OS of early Luminal B type.

PR expression and Ki-67 using IHC are 
important prognostic factors in ER-positive early 
luminal breast cancers, which suggests PR’s utility 
as a marker for differentiation between Luminal A and 
Luminal B subtypes [24]. The studies showed that lack 
of PR expression is significantly associated with poorer 
prognosis in luminal breast cancers [27], independently 
of other factors [28], and PR-positive breast cancer had 
a better prognosis with regard to OS and DFS [24].

In study of Bracvaccini et al. only PR status 
in early luminal breast cancer was associated with OS 

and DFS among biological features. Namely, when the 
cutoff of PR was either <10% or <20% the patients had 
5- and 10-years OS rates of 92% and 80%, respectively, 
compared with 95% and 89% for PR >10% [27]. Another 
study showed that PR expression in ER-positive early 
Luminal A was a significant independent prognostic 
factor and the difference of prognosis between 
PR-positive and PR-negative tumors became evident 
more than 5 years after surgery, resulting in better 
prognosis in PR-negative than in Luminal B type [16].

According to the 2015 St. Gallen guidelines, 
both PR and Ki-67 need to be favorable to classify 
ER-positive breast low risk. ER-positive tumors with 
low or no PR expression or with high Ki-67 expression 
are considered high risk and worse survival. Prat 
et al. also showed that Luminal A tumors with low PR 
expression carry a poor prognosis [24]. Some of the 
studies showed a stronger prognostic value of PR 
status in early Luminal B than early Luminal A type [14], 
in contrast others found a more substantial impact of 
PR in low or intermediate proliferating tumors [16]. 
There are studies for PR expression’s prognostic role 
in different subsets of breast cancer [29], but still limited 
data on its role in highly proliferating tumors.

Our study was contrary with all of these findings, 
namely, although survival curves differed between 
different PR expression either in early Luminal A or early 
Luminal B, (Figures 3 and 4) and there was evident 
more significant impact of PR positivity for OS in early 
Luminal B, there was no statistical significance between 
them (p = 0.25740, p = 0.62294) and did not confirm the 
prognostic effect of PR status and for high proliferative 
tumors. The explanation of these differences might be 
because of the different cutoff of Ki-67 and PR among 
studies, or the small number of patients with Luminal A 
with low or without PR expression in our study. On the 
other hand, study of Bardou et al. showed a prognostic 
and predictive significance of PR in early stage breast 
cancer in untreated patients with little effect [10]. 
However, among patients treated with endocrine 
therapy, multivariate analyzes (including lymph node 
involvement, tumor size, and age) showed that PR 
status was independently associated with OS reducing 
relative mortality risk of 30% or 38%, respectively, with 
ER - negative/PR - negative patients [30].

Patients with ER-positive/PR-negative, 
ER-negative/PR-positive, and ER-negative/PR-negative 
tumors have a higher risk of mortality than patients 
with ER-positive/PR-positive tumors regardless of the 
demographic and clinical characteristics of the cancer [28].

When we analyzed survival curves for early 
Luminal A and early Luminal B compared with their 
advanced stage when both of the receptors were >1% 
(Figures S2 and S3), expression >1% of both ER and PR 
was more protective in early Luminal B (p = 0.00043) than it 
advanced stage, and confirmed the prognostic significance 
for OS of positive expression of both receptors in early 
Luminal B, but not in early Luminal A.
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The subgroup of ER-positive/PR-negative 
breast cancer showed a prognosis more similar to that 
of hormone negative breast cancer than to ER-positive/
PR-positive, and had the worse clinical behavior [31].

ER-positive Luminal B type with no PR 
expression did not show difference of OS between 
stages (p = 0.25905), so according to this study results 
the OS in ER-positive early Luminal B type without 
PR expression could not be predicted without other 
biological/clinical factors.

Women with ER-positive/PR-negative or 
ER-negative/PR-positive early Luminal A tumors 
experienced a higher risk of mortality compared with 
women with ER-positive/PR-positive tumors [28]. We 
could not analyze the effect of ER>1%/PR<1% for OS 
in early Luminal A because of small number of patients.

Analyzing survival curves in ER-positive 
early luminal B type with and without PR expression 
(Figure S5), we did not find PR as an independent 
prognostic factor for OS (p = 0.23540) in highly 
proliferative early luminal breast cancer.

There are a small number of studies aimed at the 
subgroup of patients with ER-negative and PR-positive 
breast cancers due to the small number of respondents 
and because they are rare type, [28] but they showed that 
ER-negative/PR-positive subtype of breast cancer was 
associated with a worse prognosis [32]. This suggests 
that the assessment of PR expression in tumors with 
negative ER to identify those who may still benefit from 
endocrine therapy may not be warranted.

We could not analyze the effect of lacking of 
ER for OS of early luminal breast cancer, because in 
early Luminal A there were no patients with ER<1% and 
in early Luminal B there were only 2 patients.

Viale et al., with univariate analysis, confirmed 
that Ki-67 over 11% had an inverse association as a 
prognostic factor [33], [34]. When we analyzed survival 
curves between different subgroups for a proliferative 
index of early Luminal B breast cancer, there was 
clinically evident better survival for >14–20% subgroup 
during the evaluation period compared with others, 
but the difference was no statistically significant 
(p =0.37165). We did not prove the Ki-67 status of early 
Luminal B as an independent prognostic factor for OS.

Namely, there is still little doubt about 
the prognostic information of Ki-67 [12], and the 
predictive value of high values for the introduction of 
chemotherapy [35]. Studies have limitations in terms of 
a small number of patients, different inclusion criteria, 
the study design, Ki-67 analysis methods, and Ki-67 
cross-sectional value. In the multivariate model, Ki-67 
proved to be an independent parameter for DFS and OS 
about to other histopathological parameters, where the 
values above 15% had a linear correlation with OS which 
proved its prognostic value [34], [36]. What remains to be 
debated, however, is the cross-sectional value of Ki-67. 
On the other hand, study of Ferguson et al. showed that 

Ki-67 had statistical significance on the ER/PR/HER2 
subtypes, but cannot predict survival [37].

When we analyzed survival curves in 
univariate analysis for OS of early Luminal A type, ER 
expression showed protective impact for OS so it was 
an independent prognostic factor. (Exp [B] [HR] 0.010) 
However, in the early Luminal B type no biological factor 
(ER, PR, and Ki-67) was independent factors for OS.

This study’s results have clinical significance 
for the prediction of OS in early luminal breast cancers 
based on IHC findings for ER, PR, and Ki-67 when 
genetic testing is not available.

The limitation of the study is its retrospective 
design and the small number of enrolled patients with 
early Luminal A, which resulted in small number of patients 
with different combinations of ER and PR expression.

Conclusion

Our results showed that early luminal breast 
cancers were not predictive for ER’s expression status. 
Early Luminal B was predictive for PR expression, but 
not for Ki-67. In terms of OS, ER was an independent 
prognostic factor only for early Luminal A. PR expression 
did not show its independent prognostic value besides 
other pathological features neither of early Luminal A 
nor early Luminal B breast cancer. Proliferative index 
Ki-67 was not an independent prognostic factor for OS 
of highly proliferative early breast cancer.
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Supplementary

Figure S1: Kaplan–Meier survival curves for overall survival of 254 
patients stratified according to Luminal A and Luminal B breast cancer 

Figure S2: Survival curve for overall survival of patients with early 
Luminal A breast cancer with ER >1%/PR>1%

Figure S3: Survival curve for overall survival of patients with early 
Luminal A and Luminal B breast cancer with ER >1%/PR>1%

Figure S5: Comparison of overall survival curves between ER>1%/
PR>1% and ER>1%/PR<1% early Luminal B breast cancer

Figure S4: Survival curve for overall survival of patients with early 
Luminal B breast cancer with ER >1%/PR<1%

Table S1: Prevalence of biological types of breast cancer from 
immunohistochemical findings
Biological type N %
Luminal A 54 16.1%
Luminal B 200 5.5%
Triple negative 33 9.8%
HER2/neu positive 49 14.6%
TOTAL 336 0%

Table S2: Prevalence of Luminal A and Luminal B / early and 
advanced breast cancer
 Luminal A Luminal B Luminal A+B
Cancer stage N % N % N=336 %
Early 41 75.9% 126 63% 167 49.7%
Advanced 13 24.1% 74 37% 87 25.9%
TOTAL 54 0% 200 100%   
 Pearson Chi-square=83502; p=0.0001*.  
*significant for p<0.05
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